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Stirring is the mechanical motion of the fluid: the cause;
 Mixing is the homogenization of a substance: effect.
…A traditional joke is that a topologist can't distinguish a coffee 
mug from a doughnut.. How about what’s in your mug?
JEAN-LUC THIFFEAULT and MATTHEW D. FINN, 
Topology, braids and mixing in fluids, 
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A (2006) 364, 3251–3266
• It comes as a surprise to many that mixing is actually a proper field of study.
• After all, how much of a mathematical challenge can stirring milk in a teacup 
present? 
• Well, quite a difficult one, actually! For the particular case of the teacup, 
stirring creates turbulence, and turbulent flows are usually extremely            
                                      good at mixing. 
                                      Turbulence is hard—if not impossible—to understand,  

















































When the flow is chaotic the fluid particles rapidly 
become  uncorrelated and forget about each other’s 
whereabouts.
That is exactly what it means for a scalar to be mixed: 
the initial concentration field is forgotten, then the 
molecular  diffusion in ultimately achieving this 
homogenization
Chaotic mixing can potentially achieve the same result 
as turbulence, but with much simpler fluid motion and at 













Jet splits in sheets, sheets 









Given a diffeomorphism f between two-dimensional compact manifolds, 
the Thurston–Nielsen classification theorem tells us that f is isotopic to g
which is one of three types of mapping.
1. Finite-order. If g is repeated enough times, the resulting diffeomorphism
      is the identity.
2.   Pseudo-Anosov (pA). g stretches the fluid elements by a factor x>1, so
      that repeated application gives exponential stretching; x is called the
      dilatation of g and log x  is its topological entropy.
3.   Reducible. g leaves a family of curves invariant, and these curves delimit
      sub-regions that are of type 1 or 2.
Anosov diffeomorphisms are the prototypical chaotic maps: they stretch
uniformly everywhere. A pseudo-Anosov map allows for a finite number of
singularities in the stable and unstable foliations of the map.
 
The best mixing should induce a diffeomorphism f that is either 
isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov map, or splits M into subregions that 
include type 2 components.
However, most industrial situations involve open flows: fluid enters a 
mixing region only for a finite time, and then exits, having hopefully 
been mixed. 
In this case topological considerations cannot tell anything. The 
Thurston–Nielsen theorem does not apply,
Until one can define a topological entropy by looking at the growth 
rate of material lines or the density of periodic orbits, we prefer to 
approach the mixing from a PDE point of view.
Present theories:
• Freidlin-Wentzell theory (2002) studies an advection-
diffusion equation and, for a class of Hamiltonian flows, 
proves the convergence of solutions as the velocity of the
    fluid → ∞. 
• The conditions on the flows for which the procedure can 
be carried out are given in terms of certain  non-
degeneracy and growth assumptions on the stream 
    function. 
• Kifer, Berestycki, Hamel and Nadirashvili theory 
(1991). employs probabilistic methods and is focused, 
in particular, on the estimates of the principal 
eigenvalue of the advection operator’
They described the asymptotic behavior of the principal 
eigenvalue (which determines the asymptotic rate of 
decay of the solutions of the initial value problem), 
…and the corresponding positive eigenfunction in the 
case where the diffusion operator has a discrete 
spectrum and sufficiently smooth eigenfunctions.
The principal eigenvalue stays bounded as flow →∞  if and 
only if u has a first integral in H1
However, in the of a compact manifold without boundary 
or Neumann boundary conditions the principal eigenvalue 
is simply zero and corresponds to the constant 
eigenfunction. 
Instead one is interested in the speed of convergence of 
the solution to its average, the relaxation speed. 
In studying the advection-enhanced diffusion one needs 
estimates on the velocity-dependent norm decay at a 
fixed positive time.
• In the Constantin, Kiselev, Ryzhik, Zlatos theory 
(2008)  unitary evolution alternates with dissipation. 
The absence of sufficiently regular eigenfunctions 
appears as a key for the lack of enhanced relaxation in 
this particular class of dynamical systems. 
• We present here a characterization of 
incompressible flows that are relaxation enhancing, 
in a general setup. 
NOTE: The study uses dynamical estimates, and do 
not discuss the spectral gap. 
We assume that the solution tends to a certain limit  and 



















































A function f is in          if for every open subset U
contained in M such that U is relatively compact (i.e. the 
closure of U is compact), 


























Spectral projection of L on its







































































































0.187+‐0.002 0.148+‐0.001 1.34+‐0.03  
  0.280+‐0.001 1.49+‐0.03  
• Experiments in medium height/shallow water at NLWL on 11/09/2011 with Dr. Drullion 
and her class. 




























































































































































































































We presented enhancement of diffusive mixing on a compact Riemannian 
manifold by a fast incompressible flow. 
We described the class of flows that make the deviation of the solution from 
its average  arbitrarily small in an arbitrarily short time, provided that the flow 
amplitude is large enough. 
The necessary and sufficient condition on such flows is expressed naturally in 
terms of the spectral properties of the dynamical system associated with the 
flow. 
Further studies are needed for non-compact manifolds, or compact manifolds
with Dirichlet BC. The optimal shape of the fixed obstacles in the mixing
device could be obtained through such a research.
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